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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Our hypothesis is that the COVID-19 pandemic led to delayed presentations for patients with acute
ischemic stroke. This study evaluates the impact of the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic on presentation, treatment, and outcomes of patients with emergent large-vessel occlusion using data from a large health system in the Bronx, New York.
MATERIALS AND METHODS: We performed a retrospective cohort study of 2 cohorts of consecutive patients with emergent large-vessel occlusion admitted to 3 Monteﬁore Health System hospitals in the Bronx from January 1 to February 17, 2020, (prepandemic) and
March 1 to April 17, 2020 (pandemic). We abstracted data from the electronic health records on presenting biomarker proﬁles, admission
and postprocedural NIHSS scores, time of symptom onset, time of hospital presentation, time of start of the thrombectomy procedure,
time of revascularization, presenting ASPECTS, TICI recanalization score, mRS, functional outcomes, and mortality.
RESULTS: Of 179 patients admitted with ischemic stroke during the study periods, 80 had emergent large-vessel occlusion, of
whom 36 were in the pandemic group. Patients in the pandemic group were younger (66 versus 72 years, P , .061) and had lower
ASPECTS (7 versus 9, P , .001) and took longer to arrive at the hospital (361 versus 152 minutes, P , .004) with no other major differences. There was a decreased rate of thrombolysis administration (22% versus 43%, P , .049) and a decreased number of
patients treated with mechanical thrombectomy (33% versus 61%, P , .013).
CONCLUSIONS: The pandemic led to delays in patients arriving at hospitals, leading to decreased patients eligible for treatment,
while in-hospital evaluation and treatment times remain unchanged.
ABBREVIATIONS: COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus disease 2019; ELVO ¼ emergent large-vessel occlusion

I

n March 2020, New York City became the epicenter of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic, which disrupted regional systems of health care. The pandemic changed
when and how patients presented for emergent evaluation. A
recent study found a nearly 40% decrease in stroke-related imaging nationwide during the COVID-19 pandemic.1 While delays
in treatment of myocardial infarction systems of care have
been reported, the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on systems of emergent large-vessel occlusion (ELVO) stroke care is
unreported.2
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Mechanical thrombectomy has been proved safe and effective in
treating ELVO, but its success in decreasing morbidity depends on
the prehospital system as well as a streamlined in-house process of
care.3 Our current stroke triage process involves hospital prenotification, bypass of emergency department evaluation, direct advancement to CT scan assessment, and treatment before angiosuite arrival.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on ELVO systems of care, treatment, and
outcomes. We describe all cases of ELVO treated in our institution
(Montefiore Health System) during the COVID-19 pandemic and
compare them with those treated before the pandemic. Our hypothesis is that the COVID-19 pandemic led to delays in patients
presenting to hospitals. This delay may have led to worse outcomes
during the pandemic.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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The data that support the findings of the study are available from
the corresponding author on reasonable request. This retrosp-
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ective cohort study included 2 cohorts of patients admitted to 3
of the hospitals in our health care network, including our comprehensive stroke center, which accepts transfers for complex
cases from 8 community hospitals, from January 1 to February
17, 2020, (prepandemic) and March 1 to April 17, 2020, (pandemic). All patients diagnosed with ELVO were included. ELVO
was defined as acute focal neurologic deficits with an associated
occlusion of the internal carotid artery, M1 segment of the middle
cerebral artery, M2 segment of the middle cerebral artery, or the
basilar artery with radiologic confirmation by CTA. March 1 was
the date chosen because it was the day of the first confirmed
documented case in New York City. We also included patients
with occlusions of the anterior cerebral artery, posterior cerebral
artery, or vertebral artery and labeled them as “other” large-vessel
occlusion. COVID-19 was confirmed by positive detection of
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 RNA using
real-time polymerase chain reaction assay testing performed
within the hospital system or documented at an outside system
before transfer. All patients presenting to our hospital during the
pandemic period were tested for COVID-19 using real-time polymerase chain reaction assay testing.
This study was approved by the hospital institutional review
board. Written informed consent was waived.

Case Ascertainment and Study Variables
Cases were identified through neuroradiology logs or neurologic
consultation for transfers. Data abstracted from the medical records
included demographics, clinical variables, laboratory values, and
neuroimaging findings (initial ASPECTS, stroke treatment time
points, results as they pertain to mechanical thrombectomy, outcome variables [discharge mRS 0–2], in-hospital mortality).
Fourteen patients with inpatient presentation were excluded from
analysis.

Statistical Analysis
We compared baseline characteristics between prepandemic and
pandemic groups, performing parametric and nonparametric
analyses with the t test, x 2 test, and Mann-Whitney U test as
appropriate. No imputation was made for missing data. Missing
data are labeled in the footnotes of the On-line Table. Main outcomes, poor outcomes (discharge mRS 3–5), and in-hospital
mortality) with a x 2 test of P , .05 were analyzed through univariate and multivariate logistic regression controlling for explanatory variables. Multivariate analysis was performed with factors
with P , .05 on univariate analysis controlling for explanatory
variables with P , .25 on univariate analysis.

RESULTS
We found a total of 80 patients with ELVO during the entire study
period, with 44 treated before and 36 during the COVID-19 pandemic. There was an 18% decrease in overall large-vessel occlusion
volume during the pandemic. Pandemic patients were younger
than those prepandemic (66 versus 72, P , .061); however, this difference was not significant. There was no significant difference in
comorbidities or race or ethnicity between the 2 groups. In the pandemic cohort, 38.7% tested positive for COVID-19 at admission.
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Compared with the prepandemic cohort, pandemic patients
with ELVO presented with a lower ASPECTS score (7 versus 9,
P , .001), despite no differences in occlusion location, and
arrived at the hospital later (361 versus 152 minutes, P , .012).
There was a significantly lower rate of thrombolysis administration
(22% pandemic versus 43% prepandemic, P = .049) and a reduced
proportion of patients treated with mechanical thrombectomy
(33% versus 61%, P ¼ .013). There was no significant difference in
poor functional outcomes as scored using the mRS grades 3–5
(88.2% versus 69.6%, P ¼ .08). There was no significant difference
in mortality for patients with ELVO in prepandemic versus pandemic cohorts (15% versus 28.1%, P ¼ .173) (On-line Table).

DISCUSSION
We aimed to evaluate the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic by
comparing two 6-week epochs. We evaluated sociodemographic
data, comorbidities, established treatment time parameters, established imaging parameters, neurologic outcomes, and mortality
between the 2 groups.
Patient symptom-onset-to-hospital times more than doubled in
the pandemic period, and patients presented with significantly
lower ASPECTS scores. Because intravenous thrombolysis and mechanical thrombectomy have either strict time and/or neuroimaging criteria per current guidelines, delays to care have a cascading
effect, as reflected in the significantly fewer pandemic patients
undergoing these hyperacute stroke therapies.4 In our 2 cohorts,
there was no significant difference in race, ethnicity, vascular risk
factors, or comorbidities (On-line Table). There was no significant
difference in where (direct to a comprehensive stroke center versus
a primary stroke center) patients presented between the 2 groups.
The reasons for delays in seeking care are multifactorial. A
New York statewide shelter-in-place order and widespread media
coverage of overwhelmed emergency health system resources
likely helped mitigate the spread of COVID-19 but may have also
unintentionally led to underuse of the emergency health system
for other emergencies. This finding was not unique to New York
City because similar delays were seen in other areas.5-7 One possibility is that patients with less severe symptoms did not seek early
care; however, we did not see a significant difference in presenting NIHSS scores between the 2 groups. Other studies used lastknown-well times to predict a delay of onset; this data point is often subject to miscalculation and bias. This study is the first to
confirm objectively using ASPECTS that patients had a higher
degree of completed infarct when presenting to the hospital during the pandemic. While delays to presentation could be the
main reason for the objective difference in ASPECTS at presentation, another possibility is that the multisystem inflammatory
syndrome and hypercoagulable state associated with COVID-19
create a more severe stroke syndrome at presentation.8
Our hospital continued to treat patients regardless of their
COVID status on the basis of our prepandemic standards of care.
This approach did not impact our in-hospital triage and treatment times. The mortality rates were higher in the pandemic
cohort; however, they did not reach clinical significance. Similar
smaller reviews have suggested poor outcomes for patients with
stroke who arrived during the pandemic.9 Further multicenter
studies are needed to confirm these findings.

The limitations of this study are its retrospective and singlecenter design and the sample size being small for the patients in
the pandemic group.

CONCLUSIONS
Acute stroke is an example of when the COVID-19 pandemic led
to “collateral damage” for noninfected patients. Awareness of this
impact is a crucial first step in mitigating unintended health consequences during a massive emergency response.
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On-line Table: Baseline characteristics and outcomes of patients with ELVO prepandemic and during the pandemic
Variables
All (n = 80)
Prepandemic (n = 44)
Pandemic (n = 36)
Age (mean) (SD) (yr)
69.75 (14.41)
72.48 (14.96)
66.42 (13.15)
Male sex (No.) (%)
39 (48.8)
21 (47.7)
18 (50)
Race
White (No.) (%)
14 (17.5)
6 (13.6)
8 (22.2)
African American (No.) (%)
27 (33.8)
15 (34.1)
12 (33.3)
Hispanic (No.) (%)
24 (30)
11 (25)
13 (36.1)
Other (No.) (%)
15 (18.8)
12 (27.3)
3 (8.3)
Vascular risk factors
Hypertension (No.) (%)
62 (77.5)
35 (79.5)
27 (75)
Hyperlipidemia (No.) (%)
37 (46.3)
20 (45.5)
17 (47.2)
Diabetes (No.) (%)
31 (38.8)
17 (38.6)
14 (38.9)
Atrial ﬁbrillation (No.) (%)
21 (26.3)
15 (34.1)
6 (16.7)
Congestive heart failure (No.) (%)
12 (15)
9 (20.5)
3 (8.3)
Smoking (No.) (%)
19 (23.8)
13 (29.5)
6 (16.7)
Clinical presentationb
Direct admission
53 (66.3)
29 (66.7)
24 (66.7)
Transfer from other hospital
27 (33.7)
15 (33.3)
12 (33.3)
mRS baseline (median) (IQR)
1 (0–3)
2 (0–3)
0 (0–1)
NIHSS on admission (median) (IQR)
15 (9–20)
14 (8–20)
16 (12–20)
ASPECTS on admission (median) (IQR)
8 (6–9)
9 (7–10)
7 (4–8)
Location of occlusion
Right MCA (No.) (%)
24 (30)
14 (31.8)
10 (27.8)
Left MCA (No.) (%)
27 (33.8)
12 (27.3)
15 (41.7.5)
Right ICA (with carotid-T) (No.) (%)
4 (5)
2 (4.5)
2 (5.6)
Left ICA (with carotid-T) (No.) (%)
4 (5)
2 (4.5)
2 (5.6)
Right ICA (No.) (%)
7 (8.8)
3 (6.8)
4 (11.1)
Left ICA (No.) (%)
9 (11.3)
4 (9.1)
5 (13.9)
Basilar artery (No.) (%)
4 (5)
3 (6.8)
1 (2.8)
Other
9 (11.3)
4 (9.1)
5 (13.9)
Treatment information
Thrombolysis IV (No.) (%)
27 (33.8)
19 (43.2)
8 (22.2)
Thrombectomy (No.) (%)
39 (48.8)
27 (61.4)
12 (33.3)
Time pointsc
All patients with acute stroke (n ¼ 66/80)
Onset to ﬁrst hospital (median) (IQR) (min)
217 (105–575)
152 (74.5–470)
361 (161–1020)
Onset to our institution (median) (IQR) (min)
331 (161–702)
241 (133–472)
604 (235–1160)
.6 h from onset to door (No.) (%)
31 (47)
13 (35.1)
18 (62.1)
Patients undergoing thrombectomy (n ¼ 39/80)
Door to groin (median) (IQR) (min)
82 (52–124)
80 (44–130)
84 (68–110)
Groin to recanalization (median) (IQR) (min)
41 (36–67)
41 (37–58)
38.5 (33–68)
TICI score $2b (No.) (%)
32 (82.1)
22 (81.5)
10 (83.3)
Day 1 NIHSS (median) (IQR)
11 (5–18)
10 (4.5–17)
12 (6–19)
Outcomesd
Poor outcomes (mRS 3–5) (No.) (%)
46 (80.7)
30 (88.2)
16 (69.6)
In-hospital mortality (No.) (%)
15 (20.8)
6 (15)
9 (28.1)

P Value
.061a
.486
.142

.628
.875
.982
.078
.131
.211
.929
.042a
.190
,.001a
.695
.176
.837
.837
.499
.499
.409
.499
.049a
.013a
.012a
.181
.03a
1.00
.577
.889
.361
.08
.173

Note:—IQR indicates interquartile range.
a
Signiﬁcant (P , .05).
b
Missing values for clinical presentation: NIHSS 2/80 (2.5%) and ASPECTS 5/80 (6.3%).
c
Missing data for treatment information: onset to ﬁrst hospital 6/66 (9%), onset to our institution 1/66 (1.5%), door to groin 1/39 (2.6%), groin to recanalization 4/39
(10.3%), and day 1 NIHSS 8/80 (10%).
d
Missing data for outcomes: discharge mRS 8/80 (10%).
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